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“HIGHTECH OBLONG” VIOLIN CASE 
List Price $934.00 

MAP 

$794.00 
“The Hightech expertise made in France” 

REFERENCE : 2001XLC 

 WEIGHT: 5.29lbs 

 

INSIDE DIMENSIONS:  

Total Length: 24 inch 

Body Length: 15 inch 

Upper bout: 8.66 inch 

Lower bout: 8.66 inch 

 

OUTSIDE DIMENSIONS:  

30” x 9.84” x 6.29 inch 

INSIDE FEATURES:  
-Suspension of the instrument on injected  
 foam cushions 
-Inside removable accessory pouch 
-4 bow holders 
-Strap for a "Kun" style shoulder rest 

 

OUTSIDE FEATURES:  
-Shells made of the Bam Hightech technique: a triple ply structure made of high performance materials (ABS, 
Airex foam, another type of ABS) 
-Outstanding protection and ultralight weight 
-2 comfortable neoprene anti-slip backpack straps with security screw hooks 
-2 combination locks 
-Very comfortable bi-material side handle 
-Subway handle 
-Male/female airtight seal 
-Anti-slip and anti-wear rubber patches on the bottom outer shell 

 
COLOR: Black Carbon look, Tweed, Metallic Silver, Anise, Silver Carbon Look, and Black Lazure. 



 

“HIGHTECH CONTOURED” VIOLIN CASE 
List Price $680.00 

MAP 

$578.00 
 The Hightech expertise made in France” 

REFERENCE: 2002XLC  

 

WEIGHT: 3.5 lbs 

 
INSIDE DIMENSIONS:  
Total Length: 24.40 inch 
Body Length: 15 inch 
Upper bout: 6.69 inch 
Lower bout: 8.66 inch 

 
OUTSIDE DIMENSIONS:  
31 x 9.8 x 7 inch 

 
INSIDE FEATURES:  
Suspension of the instrument on injected  
foam cushions. 
Inside removable accessory pouch 
2 bow holders 
Strap for a "Kun" style shoulder rest 
 

OUTSIDE FEATURES:  
Shells made of the Bam Hightech technique: a tripleply structure made of high performance materials (ABS, 
Airex foam, another type of ABS) 
Outstanding protection and ultralight weight 
2 comfortable neoprene antislip backpack straps with security screw hooks 
2 softouch latches with key 
Very comfortable bimaterial side handle 
Subway handle 
Male/female airtight seal 
Antislip and antiwear rubber patches on the bottom outer shell. 
 
COLOR: Black Carbon look, Silver Carbon Look, Anise, Azure Blue, Tweed, and Lazure Black. 



 

“LIBERTY” VIOLIN CASE 
List Price $498.00 

MAP 

$423.00 
“Elegance Follows Function” 

 

 

REFERENCE: 2004B 
 

WEIGHT: 7.25 lbs 
 

INSIDE DIMENSIONS:  
Total Length: 24 inch 
Body Length: 15.35 inch 
Upper bout: 6.69 inch 
Lower bout: 8.2 inch 

 
OUTSIDE DIMENSIONS:  
       31 x 11 x 5.9 inch 
 

INSIDE FEATURES:  
-Inside cradle made of injected  

high density polyurethane foam,  
protecting the instrument against  
thermal shocks. 

-String tube 
-Accessory compartment 
-4 bow holders 
 

OUTSIDE FEATURES:  
-2 padded backpack straps, adjustable, retractable 
-Subway handle 
-Side handle 
-Large expandable external pocket for sheet music 
-Zipped external little pocket 
-Breathable fabric in the back 
 

COLOR: Black, Blue, and Green 



 

“TREKKING” VIOLIN CASE 
List Price $498.00 

MAP 

$423.00 
REFERENCE: 2001S 
 
 
WEIGHT: 7.9 lbs 
 
INSIDE DIMENSIONS:  
-Total Length: 24 inch 
-Body Length: 15.35 inch 
-Upper bout: 6.69 inch 
-Lower bout: 8.2 inch 
 
OUTSIDE DIMENSIONS:  
26 x 10 1/2 x 6.69 inch 
 
INSIDE FEATURES:  
-Inside cradle made of injected high  
density polyurethane foam, protecting  
the instrument against thermal shocks. 
-Accessory compartment 
-String tube 
 
OUTSIDE FEATURES:  
-Side handle 
-Subway handle 
-2 retractable padded backpack straps 
-Antislip shoulder strap with pad adjustable, removable 
-Large expandable external pocket for sheet music 
-Zipper 
-Additional external rain cover 
-1000 denier water-resistant Cordura fabric 
-External accessory side pocket 
-Bow tube (2 bows) (Total length: 85 cm) 
 
COLOR: Green, Blue, and Black 



 

“STYLUS” VIOLIN CASE 
List Price $374.00 

MAP 

$318.00 
REFERENCE: 5001S 
The traditional, chic looking case. 
 
WEIGHT: 6.39 lbs 
 
INSIDE DIMENSIONS:  
-Total Length: 24 Inch 
-Body Length: 15.35 Inch 
-Upper bout: 6.69 Inch 
-Lower bout: 8.26 Inch 
OUTSIDE DIMENSIONS:  
31 ½  x 10 x 5.9 Inch 
 
INSIDE FEATURES:  
-Inside cradle made of injected high  
density polyurethane foam, protecting  
the instrument against thermal shocks. 
-ABS reinforcements in the structure 
-Removable accessory pouch, fitted in  
 a dedicated space 
-2 bow holders 
 
OUTSIDE FEATURES:  
-2 padded backpack straps, adjustable, removable  
-Subway handle 
-Side handle 
-Removable pockets in the large external pocket 
-Large external back pocket for sheet music 
-Flat external front pocket made of reflecting fabric 
-Zipper with a combination lock for the zipper pulls 
-External 2000 denier water-resistant Cordura fabric 
 

COLOR: Grey, Black, and Red 

 



 

“CLASSIC” VIOLIN CASE 
List Price $374.00 

MAP 

$318.00 
“The original BAM case, made in France” 

REFERENCE: 2002S 

 
WEIGHT: 6.61 lbs 
 
INSIDE DIMENSIONS:  
-Total Length: 9 ½ inch 
-Body Length: 15.35 inch 
-Upper bout: 6.69 inch 
-Lower bout: 8.26 inch 

OUTSIDE DIMENSIONS:  

30 x 10.23 x 6 inches 

 

INSIDE FEATURES:  
-Inside cradle made of injected high  
density polyurethane foam, protecting  
the instrument against thermal shocks. 
-Accessory compartment 
-String tube 
-2 bow holders 

 

OUTSIDE FEATURES:  
-2 padded backpack straps, adjustable, removable 
-Side handles 
-Large expandable external pocket for sheet music 
-Zipper and security buckles 
-1000 denier water-resistant Cordura fabric 

 

COLOR: Navy Blue, and Black 

 
 



 

“SAINT GERMAIN” CLASSIC 3 VIOLIN CASE 
List Price $304.00 

MAP 

$258.00 
REFERENCE: SG5003SG 
 

“Classic Elegance!” 
 
WEIGHT: 5.73 lbs 
 
INSIDE DIMENSIONS:  
-Total Length: 24 inch 
-Body Length: 15 inch 
-Upper bout: 6.69 inch 
-Lower bout: 8.26 inch 

 
OUTSIDE DIMENSIONS:  
31 x 10 1/4 x 6 inches 
 
INSIDE FEATURES:  
-Inside cradle made of injected high  
density polyurethane foam,  
protecting the instrument against  
thermal shocks 
-Inside removable accessory pouch 
-2 bow holders 
 
OUTSIDE FEATURES:  
-2 padded backpack straps, adjustable, removable  
-Subway handle 
-Side handle 
-Large expandable external pocket for sheet music 
-Flat external front pocket made of reflecting fabric, Zipper 
-External Bam Ballistic fabric, waterresistant, protective against abrasion and tear 
-Secret pocket for Kun shoulder rest 

 
COLOR: Grey, Black, Blue 



 

“CLASSIC” 3 VIOLIN CASE 
List Price $274.00 

MAP 

$233.00 
 

“Compact and slim looking: The Classic model redesigned!” 

REFERENCE: 5003SN 
 

WEIGHT: 5.29 lbs 
 

INSIDE DIMENSIONS:  
       -Total Length: 24 inch 
       -Body Length: 15.35 inch 
       -Upper bout: 6.969 inch 
       -Lower bout: 8.26 inch 
 

OUTSIDE DIMENSIONS:  
       -31 x 10.23 x 5.9 inch 
 

INSIDE FEATURES:  
-Inside cradle made of injected  
high density polyurethane foam,  
protecting the instrument against 
thermal shocks. 
-Removable accessory pouch 
-2 bow holders 

 

OUTSIDE FEATURES:  
-2 backpack straps with pad,  

        adjustable, removable 
-Subway handle 
-Side handle 
-External expandable pocket for large sheet music 
-Zipper 
-1000 denier water resistant Cordura fabric 
-Secret pocket for Kun shoulder rest 

 
COLOR: Black, Green, Blue 
 



 
Bobelock has been making cases for the last 100 years – one by one with attention to detail in every aspect 
of their creation.  Bobelock makes a great case because they use the best materials available, run extensive 

testing on material durability, and most of all because they listen to their customers.   
Bobelock cases are made in a wide range of models and sizes. Shoulder strap comes standard. Backpack 

strap is optional. Made in the Philippines. One year warranty. Most models have a plywood shell. 
Featherlite cases have a foam core instead. Fiberglass is the latest shell design. Velour interior cases have a 

plastic handle. Velvet interior cases have upgraded, padded handle. 
 

WOODEN OBLONG VELOUR MODEL 1002 
List Price $191.00 

MAP 

$152.00 
 

“This oblong case has set the standard for durability, protection, and style” 

REFERENCE: 1002 
 

WEIGHT: 7 lbs 
 
 

FEATURES:  
 

Oblong 

 VELOUR INTERIOR 

 NO SUSPENSION 

 Two bow holders 

 Five-ply, seamless, poplar veneer construction 

 Large accessory pocket 

 Velcro neck-restraint 

 Screw-attached canvas cover 

 Shoulder Strap 

 String tube & blanket 

 Music pocket on canvas cover 

 *Please note that 1/8 & 1/4 size cases  
  do not have a music pocket 

 Extra D-ring for backpack 

 
 
SIZES: 1/4 & 1/8th size cases have a List price of $102 and a MAP of $81.00. 
 
COLOR: Black Exterior with choice of Green, Blue, Wine, Tan, and Gray interior. 



 

WOODEN OBLONG VELOUR MODEL 1002S 
List Price $246.00 

MAP 

$196.00 
 

“Upgraded suspension from the 1002 case” 

REFERENCE: 1002S 
 

WEIGHT: 7.5 lbs 
 
 

FEATURES:  
 
Oblong 

 SUSPENSION 

 VELOUR INTERIOR 

 Two bow holders 

 Five-ply, seamless, poplar veneer construction 

 Large accessory pocket 

 String tube & blanket 

 Velcro neck-restraint & tail-block sponge 

 Screw-attached canvas cover with music pocket 

 Extra D-ring for backpack 

 Shoulder strap included. 

 Length of 4/4 case: 31.1" (79cm) 

 
 
 
 
COLOR: Black Exterior with choice of Green, Blue, Wine, Tan, and Gray interior. 
 
 
 
The oblong 1002 & 1002V case is a “best seller” and has set the standard for durability, protection and style 

with plenty of choices to satisfy everyone.  Built using five layered plywood case construction in the 
traditional oblong shape, these cases are covered with a durable black nylon canvas zippered cover.  Velvet 

suspension cases include hygrometer, exterior music pocket and full length rain flap.  Also includes a 
shoulder strap & blanket. 

 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 
 

WOODEN OBLONG VELVET MODEL 1002SV 
List Price $293.00 

MAP 

$234.00 
 

“Velvet Interior Upgrade to the 1002S” 

REFERENCE: 1002SV 
 

WEIGHT: 7.5 lbs 
 
 

FEATURES:  
 

Oblong 

 SUSPENSION 

 VELVET INTERIOR 

 Two bow holders 

 Five-ply, seamless, poplar veneer  
construction 

 Large accessory pocket 

 String tube & blanket 

 Velcro neck-restraint & tail-block 
 sponge 

 Screw-attached canvas cover with  
music pocket 

 Extra D-ring for backpack 

 Shoulder strap included. 

 Leather handle 

 4/4 case includes weather flap over  
zipper 

 Length of 4/4 case: 31.1" (79cm) 

 
 
 
 
COLOR: Black Exterior with choice of Green, Blue, Wine, Tan, and Gray interior. 

 



 
 

 
 

1003 FEATHERLITE VELOUR OBLONG 
List Price $206 

MAP 

$164.00 
 

“Layered plywood and Styrofoam construction for the protection of a wood case without the weight!” 

REFERENCE: 1003 
 

WEIGHT: 5.5 lbs 
 
 

FEATURES:  
 

Featherlite: 
 

 SUSPENSION 

 VELOUR INTERIOR 

 Four locking bow spinners 

 Styrofoam reinforced with  
fiberboard and plywood 

 Large accessory pocket 

 String tube & blanket 

 Velcro neck-restraint & tail-block  
sponge 

 Screw-attached canvas cover with 
       music pocket 

 Extra D-ring for backpack 

 Shoulder strap included. 

 Length: 31.5" (80cm) 

 
 
COLOR: Black Exterior with choice of Blue, Wine, Green, Tan, and Gray interior. 

 
The Bobelock featherlight violin case is the perfect case for players looking for the same reliability and 

design that makes Bobelock cases recognized throughout the world, but weighs much less than the 
companies traditional oblong wooden cases. 

 



 
 

1003 FEATHERLITE VELVET OBLONG 
List Price $249 

MAP 

$199.00 
 

“Layered plywood and Styrofoam construction for the protection of a wood case without the weight!” 

REFERENCE: 1003V 
 

WEIGHT: 5.5 lbs 
 
 

FEATURES:  
 

Featherlite 
 

 SUSPENSION 

 VELVET INTERIOR 

 Four locking bow spinners 

 Styrofoam reinforced with  
fiberboard and plywood 

 Large accessory pocket 

 String tube & blanket 

 Velcro neck-restraint & tail-block  
sponge 

 Screw-attached canvas cover with  
music pocket 

 Extra D-ring for backpack 

 Shoulder strap included. 

 Length: 31.5" (80cm) 

 
 
 
COLOR: Black Exterior with choice of Blue, Wine, Green, and Gray interior. 

The Bobelock featherlight violin case is the perfect case for players looking for the same reliability and 
design that makes Bobelock cases recognized throughout the world, but weighs much less than the 

company’s traditional oblong wooden cases. 
 
 



 
 

WOODEN HALF-MOON VELOUR 1047 
List Price $212 

MAP 

$169.00 
 

“Half Moon, Streamlined shape” 
 

REFERENCE: 1047 VELOUR 
 

WEIGHT: 6.5 lbs 
 
 

FEATURES:  
 

Half Moon 
 

 SUSPENSION 

 VELOUR INTERIOR 

 Beautifully designed, economical case 

 Velcro neck restraint 

 Two bow holders 

 Hygrometer and humistat 

 Blanket and accessory pocket 

 Screw-attached canvas cover with  
music pocket 

 Shoulder strap 

 Extra D-ring for backpack option 

 Length: 30.3" (77cm) 

 
 
 
COLOR: Black Exterior with choice of Blue, Wine, Green, Tan, and Gray interior. 

 
Wooden Half-Moon Velvet model 1047. Suspension. This half-moon shaped violin case is the newest 
shape to be added to our line of cases. Built with the same five-layered plywood case construction found in 

our traditional oblong shape and covered with a durable black nylon canvas zippered cover with outside 
music pocket, the #1047 brings a new, lighter and trimmer case look. 6.50 lbs.  

 
 



 

 
 

WOODEN HALF-MOON VELVET 1047V 
List Price $254.00 

MAP 

$203.00 
 

“Half Moon, Streamlined shape” 

REFERENCE: 1047V  
 

WEIGHT: 6.5 lbs 
 
 

FEATURES:  
 

Half Moon 
 

 SUSPENSION 

 VELVET INTERIOR 

 Beautifully designed, economical case 

 Velcro neck restraint 

 Two bow holders 

 Hygrometer and humistat 

 Blanket and accessory pocket 

 Screw-attached canvas cover with music 
pocket 

 Shoulder strap 

 Extra D-ring for backpack option 

 Length: 30.3" (77cm) 

 
 
 
COLOR: Black Exterior with choice of Blue, Wine, Green, and Gray interior. 

 
Wooden Half-Moon Velvet model 1047V. Suspension. This half-moon shaped violin case is the 

newest shape to be added to our line of cases. Built with the same five-layered plywood case construction 
found in our traditional oblong shape and covered with a durable black nylon canvas zippered cover with 

outside music pocket, the #1047 brings a new, lighter and trimmer case look. 6.50 lbs.  
 
 



 
 

1015 DOUBLE 4/4 VIOLIN CASE 
List Price $477.00 

MAP 

$381.00 
“Double Violin Case with Four bow holders” 

REFERENCE: 1015VS 
 

WEIGHT: 9.7 lbs 
 
 

FEATURES:  
 

Double Violin Case 
 

 Double Violin Case 

 Suspension 

 Velvet Interior 

 Hygrometer 

 4 bow holders 

 4 small pockets 

 Blanket 

 String tube 

 Leather handle 

 
 
 
 
 
COLOR: Black Exterior with choice of Blue, Wine, Green, and Gray interior. 

 
This double violin case is built to hold two violins using five layered plywood case construction in the 

traditional oblong shape and a very secure interior strapping system to safely transport your instruments. 

 

Non-Suspension version 

List $327   MAP $261.60 

 

 



 
Bobelock soft, generously padded SMART bags are built to cover a few of their selected hard violin and 

viola cases.  Available in 4/4 size only and made with 1” foam pad, they provide great protection from rapid 
temperature extremes.  With lots of usable pockets and covered in a nylon canvas cloth exterior. 

 

4/4 BOBELOCK SMART BAG VIOLIN OBLONG CASE COVER, BLACK 

List Price $96.00 

MAP 

$76.00 
 

REFERENCE: OBLONG COVER 
WEIGHT: 2 lbs 
 
 

FEATURES:  
 

Great protection for your expensive oblong violin case. Features include 3/4 padding, 2 handles, backpack or 
shoulder straps and velour interior. Bobelock quality! 

 

4/4 BOBELOCK SMART BAG VIOLIN SHAPED CASE COVER, BLACK 

REFERENCE: SHAPED COVER 
WEIGHT: 2 lbs 
 
 

FEATURES:  
 

Great protection for your expensive shaped violin case. Features include  
3/4 padding, 2 handles, backpack or shoulder straps and velour interior. 
 

 

4/4 BOBELOCK SMART BAG VIOLIN ½ MOON CASE COVER, BLACK 

 

REFERENCE: SHAPED COVER 
WEIGHT: 2 lbs 
 

 

FEATURES:  
 

Great protection for your expensive shaped violin case.  
Features include 3/4 padding, 2 handles, backpack or shoulder straps  
and velour interior.  
 

 



 

Why Pedi Cases? 
Stronger than a plywood case & lighter than a foam case. 

Pedi Violin cases are made by the same company that produces the popular shoulder rest.  These are new cases 

that appeal to a player that wants a light case with all the popular features of other brands, at a moderate price. The 

construction features their "steel shield" construction, which actually uses metal in the mix of other materials, to 

make a strong and light shell.  Pedi's engineers have coupled that tremendous strength gain with a design sense that is 

as elegant as it is practical. The wood and foam padding found on most standard cases have both been completely 

eliminated. The result is one of the lightest, strongest and most water resistant cases available today at any price. 

Check Out These Details... 
  

Patented Design - unlike any other case on the market...This Pedi case utilizes Pedi's 
exclusive patented design "Steel Shield" structure to achieve the ultimate in balance, function, weight, strength, 

shock and heat resistance. The "Steel Shield" design allows Pedi to do away with the more traditional heavy plywood 
and foam construction, reducing the weight of the case significantly and improving both the shock and heat resistance. 

 

It resists up to 175 pounds of pressure while still weighing in at just over 5 pounds (viola case weighs in at just over 
5.5 pounds). Case comes standard with a built-in humidifier, full suspension, two leather lined bow holders and 

much more. 
 

Pedi didn't just apply their flair for innovation to the physical construction of these cases. Their attention to detail has 
resulted in some pretty cool innovations that really make these cases stand out from the competition. For instance... 

 
Straps, Handles & The Pedi Backpack System: 

Pedi cases come with a unique strap and a backpack system. Both are soft and well padded but here's 
the difference. Pedi's shoulder strap and backpack system can be folded back into a special pocket  
when you don't need them, eliminating the annoyance of flapping straps. 

  



  
  

Humidifier and Top Pillow:  
Many cases these days come with a built-in humidifier, usually located in the case lid. 
It's a great idea but in most cases it is entirely ineffective. Why? Because the violin is placed 
in the case and then the traditional protective blanket, (all cases come with them) is placed 
over the instrument, effectively sealing it off from the positive effects of the humidifier.  
  
Pedi's designers solved this problem by adding a mesh insert into their blanket that still 
protects the instrument without impeding the all important airflow between the humidifier 
and the instrument. Simple but brilliant! 
  

A Music Pocket You Can Actually Put More Than Music In: 
The music pocket is over-sized allowing you to actually use it to store music. The really cool 
part is that the Pedi designers chose to include another smaller pocket inside that can be used to stow items like 
tuners, pencils or even your mobile phone. 

 

Strength In Technology 
The model 51150 is not just a  
lightweight case. Pedi's patented  
"Steel Shield Protection Structure"  
provides extreme durability and  
superb pressure resistance up to  
175lbs. 

 

Spacious & Weather Resistant 
The Pedi Model 51150 is not just a basic case. The oversized music pocket has an 
added accessory pocket that fits anything from a pencil to a smartphone . The 
front guard flap is magnetized and the exterior fabric's water resistance combines 
with the shell material to help keep unwanted moisture away from the 
instrument. 

 
 

Smart & Unique 
Having a shoulder strap and a backpack system can be a great asset in our daily 
commute.  But keeping unnecessary straps dangling around can not only be a 
minor annoyance, but also lead to unexpected accidents.  The backpack system 
of the Pedi Model 51150 can be stowed and concealed completely when not in 
use. 

 

Beyond Essentials On A Budget 
Less expensive doesn’t always mean less functionality. The interior is equipped 
with two small and one large accessory compartment, a humidifier tube, and two 
leather-lined bow holders. The interior lining features an ultra-soft suede-style 
microfiber fabric which perfectly complements Pedi's "added safety" suspension 
system. 

 
 



 
 

PEDI PAA-11100 OBLONG 4/4 VIOLIN CASE 
List Price $242.00 

MAP 

$229.95 
 

“ Stronger than a plywood case & lighter than a foam case.” 

REFERENCE: PAA-11100 
 

WEIGHT: 5 lbs 
 
 

FEATURES:  
 

Oblong Aluminum Alloy Layer 
 

 SUSPENSION 

 ELEGANT MICRO-FIBER TWO- 
TONE INTERIOR 

 Patent Aluminum Alloy Layer Design 

 Screw attached black water resistant cover  
which has passed eco testing 

 2 bow holders 

 String tube 

 Interior accessory pockets 

 Interior top pillow 

 Instrument blanket 

 Rain flap 

 Exterior sheet music pocket 

 Hidden and attached thick ergonomic ultra-light backpack straps 

 Subway handle 

 79.5cm long 
 

COLOR: Grey Interior with choice of Black, Brown, Blue, and Red exterior. 
 

Oblong Model. Lightweight oblong case. Two bow holders, 3 accessory compartments, microfiber lining 
with leather trim, suspension system, music and separate metronome pocket, retractable backpack straps. 5 

pounds. Exterior available in Black, Blue, Brown, Olive Green or Red. Interior Black only. 



 
 

PEDI P320V 4/4 VIOLIN CASE 
List Price $535 

MAP 

$495.00 
 
 

“Stronger than a plywood case & lighter than a foam case.”  

REFERENCE: P320V 
 

WEIGHT: 4.4 lbs 
 
 

FEATURES:  
 

 Shaped Steel Reinforced High Density Foam Case 

 Suspension 

 Micro-fiber Interior 

 Pedi Design Fourth Generation SteelShield Structure 

 2 bow holders 

 Accessory pocket 

 Shoulder rest compartment 

 Digital hygrometer and thermometer 

 Exterior sheet music pocket 

 Concelaed backpack straps 

 Subway handle 

 31.5 inches long 

 
COLOR: Grey Interior with choice of Black or White exterior. 
 

Model P320v.  

New model with compact size, and cleaver features. Made in Black or White. Two bow holders, music pocket, 

subway handle. Shoulder rest space is not a common feature of cases which are not oblong, but this model can 

accommodate most popular models of shoulder rest. Backpack straps stow neatly behind the music pocket, when not 

in use. 4.4 pounds. 

 



 

Gewa has been known for cases for over a hundred years. Idea, Air, Jaeger, and Strato models 

made in Germany.  One-year warranty. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Gewa - Concerto Shaped Violin Case - Swiss Latch - 4/4-1/4 
Composite shell shaped case with suspension system, backpack straps, screw attached cover w/ latch flap. 

Zipper and latch closure. Two bowholders, instrument blanket, accessory pocket with silver metal pull. 

Black exterior with blue interior only. 3.6 lbs 

List $142.00 

MAP $99.00 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Gewa - Sportstyle Violin Case 
Modern and innovative styling for todays player on the go! This newly designed case includes an mp3 player 

pocket with headphone access, a water bottle holder, and integrated shoulder rest compartment. Also 

includes shoulder carrying strap, backpack straps, two bows, instrument blanket, and string tube. 5.7 lbs 

List $300.00 

MAP $228.00 

 

 

 

 

 

 

GEWA VIOLIN CASE OXFORD 
Wood shell constructed, padded, suspension case.  Elegant shape, slim and rounded.  Screw attached, 

water repellent cover with sheet music pocket, ergonomic comfort handle.  Black wrap pile velvet interior 

with four bow holders, string tube, instrument blanket, and detachable zippered accessory pocket.  

Detachable backpack straps.  Available brown or black exterior.  5.3 lbs 

List $330.00 

MAP $264.00 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Gewa - Maestro Oblong Violin Case - 4/4 
Composite shell oblong case with suspension system, backpack straps, screw attached cover with music 

pocket. Four bowholders, three accessory pockets in plush velvet interior. 5.70 lbs 

List $426.00 

MAP $324.00 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Gewa - Venetian Oblong Violin Case 
Modern and innovative styling for todays player on the go! This newly designed case includes an mp3 player 

pocket with headphone access, a water bottle holder, and integrated shoulder rest compartment. Also 

includes shoulder carrying strap, backpack straps, two bows, instrument blanket, and string tube. 5.7 lbs 

List $500 

MAP $380 



 

GEWA AIR SERIES SHAPED VIOLIN CASE 
List Price $970.00 

MAP 

$760.00 
 
 

“Exceptional insulation against cold and heat.”  

REFERENCE: AIR 1.7 
 

WEIGHT: 3.5 lbs 
 

 

FEATURES:  
 

 PADDED AND ADJUSTABLE SUSPENSION  

 SYSTEM 

 VELOUR INTERIOR 

 Especially developed thermoplast-shell 

 Extremely high break-resistance 

 Outstanding isolation characteristics 

 2 Gewa patented swivel type bow holders 

 Instrument blanket 

 Neck restraint 

 Shoulder rest strap 

 Useful and detachable accessory pocket 

 2 detachable neoprene rucksack straps for high  
Wearing comfort 

 Combination lock 

 Ultimate Violin Protection 

 Gewa Quality! 

 Made in Germany 

 
COLOR: Black Interior with choice of Black or White exterior. 
 
Gewa Air series cases are German-made and feature a specially developed energy-absorbing thermoplastic shell that is 

extremely strong, yet lightweight! Gewa Air cases are produced by bonding the material with heat.  The foam 

between the inner and market use a technology where the already finished material is later bent into shape.  This 

causes stress and different thickness in the material, especially at the critical edges, where the thinner material, where 

the thinner material can easily break!  Gewa AIR cases also offer exceptional insulation against cold and heat.   



 

GEWA AIR SERIES OBLONG VIOLIN CASE 
List Price $1,150.00 

MAP 

$860.00 
 
 

“Exceptional insulation against cold and heat.”  

REFERENCE: AIR 2.1 
 

WEIGHT: 4.4 lbs 
 

 

FEATURES:  
 

 PADDED AND ADJUSTABLE SUSPENSION  
SYSTEM 

 VELOUR INTERIOR 

 Beautiful White Exterior 

 Especially developed thermoplast-shell 

 Extremely high break-resistance 

 Outstanding isolation characteristics 

 4 Gewa patented swivel type bow holders 

 Instrument blanket 

 Neck restraint 

 Shoulder rest strap 

 Useful and detachable accessory pocket 

 2 detachable neoprene rucksack straps for high wearing comfort 

 Combination lock 

 Ultimate Violin Protection 

 Gewa Quality! 

 Made in Germany 

 
COLOR: Black Interior with choice of Black or White exterior. 
 
Gewa Air series cases are German-made and feature a specially developed energy-absorbing thermoplastic shell that is 

extremely strong, yet lightweight! Gewa Air cases are produced by bonding the material with heat.  The foam 

between the inner and market use a technology where the already finished material is later bent into shape.  This 

causes stress and different thickness in the material, especially at the critical edges, where the thinner material, where 

the thinner material can easily break!  Gewa AIR cases also offer exceptional insulation against cold and heat.   



*WVS Standard Lightweight Suspension case, wood construction.  The TC-100.* 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Deluxe TC100 Shaped Suspension, Wood Shell Violin Case 
The Toshira Deluxe dart-shaped case has always been popular because of its compact design, suspension feature, 

strong plywood shell, and value price. Features matched hardware, large sturdy handle with high-quality attachment, 
hygrometer, professional pinch-style latch, built-in back straps, large area for shoulder rest with Velcro restraint, lid 
stress-relief restraint, and covered bow ribbons. The interior features two bow holders, a string tube, and blanket. 
Full-length sheet music pocket features an extra pocket inside for calendar, pencil, or small notebook. Black cover 

with dark indigo blue cotton velvet interior. Available in 4/4 - 1/16 sizes. Fractional sizes do not have string tubes or 
hygrometers. Weighs 4.5 lbs. 

List $92.00                   MAP $74.00 
 

************************************************************* 

HC stands for Howard Core, an industry leader in manufacturing/distributing in the US. 
This line of cases is made in China to their specifications. The emphasis is on high value and light weight. These cases 

are sold in literally hundreds of violin shops around the world. Continuous efforts are made to improve the 

durability, reliability and value of each model to ensure customers are well served by these models for years. These 

models have a 1 year warranty for defects in workmanship and parts. 

 

CC399 - Core Shaped Violin Case 
Years of proven durability! This shaped case has a cordura cover with music pocket and a plush-lined interior with 

instrument blanket. Two bowholders and an accessory pocket. Zippered closure with latch, good strong hardware. 
Backpack straps and shoulder rest pocket, too! Terrific value! 

Violin sizes 4/4, 3/4, 1/2, 1/4, 1/8, 1/10 & 1/16 sizes available.  3.5 lbs 

List $88.00               MAP $67.00 



 

CC399OBL - Core Oblong Violin Case 
Years of proven durability! This oblong case has a cordura cover with full-length music pocket and a plush-

lined interior with instrument blanket. Two bowholders and three accessory pockets. Zippered closure 

with latch, good strong hardware. Backpack straps and shoulder rest pocket, too! Terrific value!  

4/4 - 1/8 sizes available. 4.5 lbs 

List $105.00 

MAP $84.00 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CC399MOON - Core Moon-Shaped Violin Case 
 

Same features as our CC399 case, but crescent shape. 4/4 only. 

4/4 size only. 4.5 lbs 

List $120.00 

MAP $96.00 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

CC430 – Shaped Fiberglass Violin Suspension Case 
These cases are designed similar to the Bam “High-tech” shaped cases costing much more.  Instead of being 

made of carbon fiber (like the Bam), these sturdy cases from Howard Core are made with a strong fiberglass 

shell & well-padded interior. Accessory pocket, two bowholders, and velcro straps to secure shoulder rest.  

5.5 lbs 

List $225.00 

MAP $171.00 

 SUSPENSION 

 PLUSH INTERIOR 

 Fiberglass construction 

 Weather resistant seal 

 2 spring loaded latches 

 Instrument blanket 

 2 bow holders 

 Velcro neck restraint 

 Tail block sponge 

 Interior accessory pouch 

 Shoulder Straps 

 Velcro shoulder rest restraint 

 4 metal D-rings for back pack or shoulder strap carrying options 

 Comfortable padded handle 

 Includes foam shim for 3/4 size violin 



Tonareli Fiberglass Oblong Violin Case VNFO1002 
 

The Tonareli oblong fiberglass violin cases are an affordable and stylish case to protect your prized 
instrument. Constructed of light weight and durable fiberglass, the case is sealed when closed so your 

instrument is protected from both inclement weather and sudden temperature changes. The case has four 
spring loaded bow holders. There is a removable accessory compartment for rosin, strings, mutes, cleaning 

cloth, etc. Each case comes with two shoulder straps and a violin blanket. 
(These cases are similar to the Bam High Tech oblong case in design.) 

Available in 4/4 only. 
 
Length:  79cm (~31 in.) 
Width:   26cm (~10.25 in.)  
Height:  15cm (~6 in.) 
Weight:  2.54 kg (5.6 lb.) 
 

LIST $290.00 
 
MAP $249.00 

 
 

The Tonareli cello shaped fiberglass violin cases are an affordable and stylish case to protect your prized 
instrument. Same climate control as the oblong model.  The case has a new bow holder design to securely 
hold two bows. There is a removable accessory compartment for rosin, strings, mutes, cleaning cloth, etc. 

Each case comes with two shoulder straps and a violin blanket. 
 

Available in 4/4 only. 
 

Attachable music bag sold separately. 
Measurements: 
length: 79cm (~31 in.) 
width: 28cm (~11 in.) 
height: 15cm (~6 in.) 
weight: 2.27 kg (5 lb.) 
 
Internal dimensions: 
 
total length 65.4 cm 
body length 35.5 cm 
bottom bout 22.5 cm 
top bout 17.8 
 

LIST $275.00 
 
MAP $220.00 
 


